New Voucher Plan May Affect Docile CUNY

By Graceann Hall
Acting Executive Editor

As President Bush prepares to introduce his education proposal to the nation, there is a noticeable silence on CUNY’s home front. The university, that was recently making a big stink about remediation and the preparedness of students entering its colleges, has failed to voice its opinion regarding the two main areas of the proposal.

Bush is proposing a new tax deduction that will allow parents to deduct up to $5,000 of their annual salary to pay for private, secondary, and elementary education. This will apply for each child. But, again this does not address the issues facing inner city schools and many low-income families. None of the families who fall into this $5,000 deduction deal are protesting, saying it would hinder their children’s chance at a good education.

News Analysis

Students wait for elevators outside of the 18th Street building. The first week of the Spring 2001 semester began with frustrations over the long elevator lines. (Photo: Vanessa Wittenko)

Frustrations Spoil Start of Semester

By Julie Adams
Senior Staff Writer

The first week of the semester should be welcomed by the excitement of new faces, new classes, and new professors. Unfortunately for most Baruch students, the chronic problems of registration difficulties, long elevator lines, and high-priced bookstores remain a dilemma.

The student satisfaction in registering varied depending on which students were able to register, but even those who registered early faced closed classes, cancelled courses, and ongoing credit transfer problems.

For some students, December 2000 was the start of the stresses for Spring 2001. “I tried to telephone registration system during December but it was a real problem for me. Being out of town for the holidays, I wasn’t aware of the number change, and missed out on a lot of classes I needed. In the end, I only got one necessary class and that was a real bummer for me,” said Jeri-Lee Alexander, a marketing major.

Alexander suggested that pointing the registration changes on the baruch website may have helped to ease the confusion during registration. “As classes begin to fill up and some are being cancelled, I think that would have been a good opportunity to exchange”

See PROBLEMS. Page 2
Problems Roll Over Into Spring 2001

Meeting for Feb. 6, 2001

By Robert Hastings

Baruch's Undergraduate Student Government (USG) held its first meeting for the Spring of 2001 on February 8. The USG has been formed by putting together some of the most active and energetic students at Baruch. The main goal of the organization is to represent the student body in the university and to listen to the student's concerns. The students discussed the free credit transfers from other colleges, the budget for the year, and some other issues.

- Credit transfers: The students discussed the free credit transfers from other colleges, the budget for the year, and some other issues.

CUNY Maintains Ominous Silence

Continued from Front

the city's high schools. So, why hasn't they made it an issue? Because they have a history of promoting both the teachers and students in the school. The protests of teachers and students in the school have been quiet and unorganized.

Week in Review

Earthquake Creates Fright

As forecast, 21,000 people were killed in the Dec. 26, 2004, Indian Ocean earthquake and tsunami, a magnitude 9.0 earthquake that occurred off the coast of Sumatra. The earthquake caused a tsunami that swept across the Indian Ocean, causing massive destruction and loss of life.

Refugee Crisis Ends

The widespread refugee crisis in Africa is ending. The United Nations has declared that the crisis is over and that the refugees can now return to their homes. The crisis was caused by conflict in the region and the displacement of millions of people.

Alternate Book Resource for Students

USG REPORT
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Refugee Crisis Ends

The widespread refugee crisis in Africa is ending. The United Nations has declared that the crisis is over and that the refugees can now return to their homes. The crisis was caused by conflict in the region and the displacement of millions of people.

Battered by Baruch? Want changes?

Speak to your student representatives every Tuesday at 5:45 p.m.

Room 1539

360 Park Avenue South or call (212) 802-6790.
Although the turnout was low, Duggan remained optimistic. "We like to do these health fairs because we like to inform but no one attends," said Duggan. "If we have more of them then people will be aware and they will attend."
WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR YOUR COMMUNITY IN FEBRUARY - MARCH!

- Going on NOW!!

INDIA EARTHQUAKE RELIEF FUNDRAISER

Working with Red Cross and other organizations and clubs on campus, our fundraiser aims to help in the worldwide relief effort through donations from Baruch constituents. Donate at least $1 and receive a raffle ticket to win a variety of available prizes! Be on the lookout in your classes and around campus for individuals who are selling these raffle tickets. However if you wish to donate but cannot find any of us, please visit the Dean of Students Office at 360 PAS Room 1702.

MADE A DIFFERENCE WITH JUST A DOLLAR!!

- Thursday, March 1, 2001 Thursday, April 19, 2001 Thursday, May 3, 2001

SHADOW DAY

Experience college for the first time again through the eyes of high school students! Bring bright and motivated high school students from around the city to your Thursday morning classes to introduce them to college courses and Baruch's campus!

- Every Saturday Afternoon

FEED-THE-HOMELESS

Here's a rewarding way to spend a Saturday. Bring your family and friends and join us at the Park Avenue Church of Christ. Make a difference in the lives of those around you!

All our volunteers work as part of a team with other Baruch students. Please do not hesitate to contact us with any questions!

Winnie Chin
Vice-President of Public Relations
Winnie_Chin@juno.com

We are also proud to present our other ongoing community service programs:

- Junior Achievement
- Adopt – A – School
- College Express
- Pets Project

Contact us!!
All questions will be promptly answered!
Winnie_Chin@juno.com

Who Said the Bathroom Issue was Resolved?

Below right and left - Toilet bowls stained with issue in the 18th street building on the 14th floor.

Messy sinks and toilet bowls in the 23rd St. building women's bathroom refuse to improve.

Bathroom sinks are still missing liquid soap in the 360 PAS women's bathroom.

Broken door knobs continue to gape on the 1st floor of the "B" building.

Broken toilet paper holders are yet to be replaced.

Bathroom asbestos are still missing liquid soap in the 360 PAS women's bathroom.

Over flowing trash in the 14th floor women's bathroom on 19th Street.

Women's bathroom on the 159th floor, 360 PAS.
The Roving Reporter
You think it. We write it. You read it.

By Collins Rotblat-Salaka
rol.blat-salaka@hotmail.com

It's all. Hope your break was fantastic. A new semester has started. I'm back in school and I'm trying to figure out this whole real world and the daily stresses of life. I often think about the events that are currently going on in the world and how they have impacted me personally. One of the biggest events that has occurred recently is the private life scandal involving Rev. Jesse Jackson. The Jackson scandal has taken the spotlight away from the issues that are currently affecting our country, such as health care and the economy. I believe that the media and public should focus on these important issues instead of getting too involved in the personal life of a spiritual leader. I think that people should be allowed to make mistakes and move on from them. Otherwise, we will never be able to move forward as a society.

The Questions:
Q1: What do you think about Rev. Jesse Jackson's private life scandal? What do you think about the revelation of his private life scandal?
Q2: How do you think the Jackson scandal has affected the public perception of spiritual leaders?
Q3: How do you think this scandal has affected the public perception of political leaders?

The Answers:

Q1: Personally, I don't believe in role models, because in general, people have a tendency to follow what they see in the media. However, Jesse Jackson is a spiritual leader, and people look up to him for guidance. In my opinion, it was unfair for the media to focus on his private life scandal. People should be allowed to make mistakes and move on from them. Otherwise, we will never be able to move forward as a society.

Q2: I don't think so. Clinton has a record of sexual scandal, we know that about him, so that was no surprise. Regarding Jesse Jackson, we didn't know that about him, and so it was a shock. Everyone makes mistakes, and this is a good opportunity for him to learn from his mistake and move on from it.

Q3: I think that people who are role models should be held to a higher standard. However, I don't think that Jesse Jackson should be held to a higher standard than other people. After all, he is a spiritual leader, and people look up to him for guidance. However, he is also a human being, and people make mistakes. I think that it is important for us to forgive and forget. Otherwise, we will never be able to move forward as a society.

The Roving Reporter
You think it. We write it. You read it.
Spring Forward? Fall Back

"Spring forward, fall back" sounds more like Baruch's attempts at improving the lives of its students than an old age applied to the changing of the hours during daylight savings time. As we enter another semester students are faced with the same problems that never seem to go away. Even when our esteemed institution has made some improvements, many problems still persist.

The pounding at the temples of common sense cost many undergrads their classes for the spring semester. The semester officially began on the 29th of January, yet the headaches were already in place at the start of the semester. Many students registered before that date did not have to worry about this problem, as they were to call the Online Student System after December 30th. Students registering before that date did not have to worry about this problem, as they were to call the Online Student System to be changed after December 30th.

As for those who were not affected by the phone problem, the traditional first and second week gauntlet was to be alleviated, most probably. The semester officially began on the 29th of January, yet the headaches were already in place at the start of the semester. Many students registered before that date did not have to worry about this problem, as they were to call the Online Student System after December 30th. Students registering before that date did not have to worry about this problem, as they were to call the Online Student System to be changed after December 30th.
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Altruism or Virtue?

Altruism is not a virtue. The present "do-gooder" movement is at the root of many problems. But let us consider the phrase: "Altruism is a virtue.

Fear, manage regret or remorse; enjoy change; and take it as far as possible. Then, as a wise man, you will know that the performance of altruistic acts contains pleasures that even the most altruistic person will not fail to notice.

For example, do you have a friend whose friend is in trouble? Are you ready to lend a helping hand? Let us assume that you are altruistic. Do you really care about the friend of your friend or do you just care about the friend of the friend of yours? If you are altruistic, you care about the friend of the friend of yours. If you are not altruistic, you care about the friend of the friend of yours because you want to be a good person. In a word, if you are altruistic, you care about the friend of the friend of yours because you want to be a good person. If you are not altruistic, you care about the friend of the friend of yours because you want to be a good person.

The maze represents our surroundings and every decision we make. It is a maze of choices and decisions that we must make in order to reach our goal. The maze is a symbol of the complexity of life and the challenges we face. It is a maze of choices and decisions that we must make in order to reach our goal.

The maze is a maze of choices and decisions that we must make in order to reach our goal. It is a maze of choices and decisions that we must make in order to reach our goal. It is a maze of choices and decisions that we must make in order to reach our goal. It is a maze of choices and decisions that we must make in order to reach our goal. It is a maze of choices and decisions that we must make in order to reach our goal.

JBL hopes their events will carry the gap between Baruch students and those of more established schools. The school has developed events that are available to students of all levels, from freshmen to seniors. JBL, which has already held events like "Networking Night" and "Business Skills Bootcamp," will continue to host more events in the future.
**Caribbean Culture Night 2001**

**MODEL AUDITIONS**

Friday, February 16  @ 7pm
17 Lexington Avenue, Mason Hall

**Caribbean Students Association**
West Indian Cultural Club
Table Tennis Club

Friday, February 16 @ 7pm
17 Lexington Avenue, Mason Hall

**Caribbean Students Association**
West Indian Cultural Club
Table Tennis Club

---

**Necessary Roughness**

By David Martínez

now that we have been exposed to his first game of broadcasting, my oh my, we have turned that excellent genius that is Vince McMahon can make a mistake.

The game and broadcasting was so bad, that the XFL vs. Outlaws game was replaced shortly after the Outlaws made a 19-0 to 6 game more exciting. Every time I used to watch the Rage game that was hosted by the former veteran team of Jim Ross and Jerry Lawler. The difference was immediately felt.

Second, those sideline reporters are annoying. Again, a noble idea but when a coach is trying to call plays, don’t interfere. Just disrupt the flow of the game. Maybe you can stand next to him so you can hear what is being said, but don’t be annoying about interviewing coaches.

Punishment was everywhere. The teams have to start setting down boundaries with the amount of penalties thrown in both games on Saturday, the “pro” feeling of the game just wasn’t there.

A personal gripe here (being that the Hitmen are the home team), get a good quarterback! Three New York/New Jersey quarterbacks played in one game, scoring no touchdowns, and throwing 7 interceptions. If you want the XFL to grow, improve the New York team.

Traditionally, prime time Saturday is considered a dead zone area for any TV show. XFL posted a 10.1 with a 17 share for their national HBC debut. That is more than double what McMahon had expected. Guess to show you should never underestimate the genius of Vince McMahon.

And to end the football news, the Bills have hired Greg Williams, the former Denver Defensive Coordinator, as their new head coach. Please mail me if you even care.

That’s all for now. Tune in to the XFL and give the boys a chance. I can assure you won’t be disappointed.

Next issue, thoughts on Jeter, A-Rod, Doc Gooden, Marcus Lattimore, the Nets, Knicks and others!

---

**XFL (Xremely Boring Football League)**

By K. Jack

Commenting Writer

This last weekend, the world was introduced to the much advertised "new style of football" that no one was sure would attract a wide range of viewers which consists of eight teams ranging from the New York City-based XFL (Xtremely Boring Football League) to the Los Angeles Xtreme.

The game, which consists of 10 rounds ranging from the XFL (Xtremely Boring Football League) to the Los Angeles Xtreme.

When the season started in February 4 had very impressive ratings; in fact, the XFL is the second tier football players and failed NFL talent. They offered nothing, but just like any other project, improvement can be made in every area.

For starters, the idea of having Jesse Ventura call your national team may have been great fun, but may have been a good idea in order to share some of McMahon’s loyal wrestling audience, but

Its in actually the XFL is what it is not what it claims to be. There were less fans than an Al Gore website and the quality of play was utterly ridiculous. The players which consists of second- or third-string players and failed NFL talent. They offered nothing, but just like any other project, improvement can be made in every area.

If you did not notice, I am not the biggest fan of the XFL. However, I must admit, it has some interesting ideas. The idea of shoehorning the usual game coin toss and having players run for the coin and the policy that the winning team gets a bonus of $2500 per quarterback! Three New York/New Jersey quarterbacks played in one game, scoring no touchdowns, and throwing 7 interceptions. If you want the XFL to grow, improve the New York team.

That’s all for now. Tune in to the XFL and give the boys a chance. I can assure you won’t be disappointed.

Next issue, thoughts on Jeter, A-Rod, Doc Gooden, Marcus Lattimore, the Nets, Knicks and others!
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MEN'S BASKETBALL TEAM DOUBLES THE NUMBER OF GAMES IT WON LAST YEAR

Despite the fact that the women's basketball team has lost five of the last five games, the team has actually improved a great deal since last year. The team has actually more than doubled its entire winning percentage from last year, due to the fact that the team is playing more games. This has been a great start for the team, and they have shown great improvement in recent games.

The team is led by head coach, Dave Thomas, who has been crucial in the team's success. Thomas has also allowed the team to grow and develop as a whole, which has led to their improved record. The team has also been led by senior center, Dave Rankis (I), and senior forward, Lou Penta, who have both been instrumental in the team's success.

The team has also been受益于 the return of key players, such as Peny Tsilogiannis, who has been a consistent force on the court. The team has also benefited from the scoring of newcomer Jameek Wright, who has been able to step up and provide scoring help when needed.

The team has also been able to adjust to the absence of key players, such as Matt Thomas, who has been out with an injury. The team has been able to adapt to this situation and has continued to play well. The team has also been able to score points against some tough teams, such as York (62-60) and Mt. St. Vincent (73-64), which has helped to boost the team's confidence.

The team has been able to improve in various aspects of the game, such as defense, rebounding, and free-throw shooting. The team has also been able to improve in terms of team chemistry, with players working well together to achieve success.

The team's success in the past few games has been a testament to the hard work and dedication of the players, as well as the coaching staff. The team has been able to continue to improve and has shown great potential for the future.

The team's success has been a result of the hard work and dedication of the players and the coaching staff. The team has been able to improve in various aspects of the game, and they have been able to adapt to the absence of key players. The team has also been able to score points against some tough teams, which has helped to boost the team's confidence.

The team has also been受益于 the return of key players, such as Peny Tsilogiannis, who has been a consistent force on the court. The team has also benefited from the scoring of newcomer Jameek Wright, who has been able to step up and provide scoring help when needed.
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Editor’s NOTE

The Asylum will now be featuring artists who have a passion for drawing. You can e-mail all scanned images as attachments to contact_asylum@hotmail.com.

Or you can also stop by room 1522 at 360 P.A. There will be no limits to what we will enter into this publication, so send any and all sketches or drawings.

Contact Information

Asylum Staff

dave martinez
Managing Art Editor
asylumux3@hotmail.com

jeff balsky
Art Editor
jeffasylum@yahoo.com

Julie Mc DooSt
Production Graphics
jiml@yahoo.com

Rob Ridgalo
Acting Art Editor
asylumrob@hotmail.com

Mike Ferrarella
Copy Editor
mikeferrarella@mindspring.com
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alpha and omega

by tribulation - contributing writer

i’d like to add my children’s a warm special welcome back to another exciting semester of the asylum. for those of you who have come to love this magazine and those of you that have come to love me, again – the feelings are mutual. for those of you who are near missing the first time – no worries. you will be treated to the wonder of my life, because the asylum tends to hold some little... after all, you may remember last year’s long and unsatisfying semester. i wasn’t sure i understood the truth behind dave martinez’s horoscopes with homogeneous, and jeff balsky’s pornography phlegm, along with those amazing mountain-and-mountain elves. i have also come up with some pictures of students and their problems within the baruch community, especially the important issues behind the randomness of the horoscopes.

the new semester always bring about a feeling of 

return to normality. the sailor, but the most spectacular aspect of the new school semester is that nothing still seems to be improved. the bathroom still is the same, theConfigBox menu is still the same, and theaspets are still the same. there are still no aluminum foil or chicago bandages available for students to take a dump and then throw away. the rug is still split open, but not on another premium section of the rug. the only thing that has changed is that there is now a visible “for sale” sign on the floor. the register is still broken and there is no change in the price. the only thing that has changed is that there is now a visible “for sale” sign on the floor. the register is still broken and there is no change in the price.

the exams are still easier than any other exams in the past. all the students are still hard working, and the only thing that has changed is that there is now a visible “for sale” sign on the floor. the register is still broken and there is no change in the price.
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10 Things I Hate About You

Slipknot: Welcome to Our Neighborhood

By Rich Hvidding

The Asylum has got itself a couple of cocooned riffs for Slipknot and has completely abandoned Slipknot on a very regular basis. If you ask me, they don’t know who Slipknot is, they don’t need to... They understand that you that you can’t believe the goshdarned songs. Slipknot is, but those Idiots believe in Slipknot are also very strong. Every song you can see out is... well, you know. The problem is that in the middle of the group you are... and gave the audience for it... to develop more hopefully with the albums, most of the albums are now available. The other reviews of the band are... there are much to say about the short album. We basically enjoy it... a down-to-earth view on the dark album. We are tried with a combination of long and Alex, you know. Alex Mack. "I am thoroughly appalled by the "deep" character..."

"10 Things..." came to be. Those girls, that's... theories of love are... why screen the film. Wireframe, the board is... Christmas, which... Injuries to show for his efforts throughout the album. Run DMC are on... Mushroom, sold millions of albums and won... of the album, including Rob Thomas,... their achievements... the barrage of... The Godfather is unique, but it is a... scene, which... The new band, which... seven Grammy’s? It’s because of the... the popular tracks, "Bring tha Noize"... the new band, which... Cincinnati, and... "Bring tha Noize"... Jam Master Jay put a clever and interesting... Jam Master Jay... track, "Them Girls," a track with a... "Fingerbang" IS one of the most...stepping. "Very hooky and eyebrow-raising... book by its cover, one would... the band, according to their... Coke," talks about... trash. As it... by Jeffrey Belsky

The Asylum has got itself a couple of cocooned riffs for Slipknot and has completely abandoned Slipknot on a very regular basis. If you ask me, they don’t know who Slipknot is, they don’t need to... They understand that you that you can’t believe the goshdarned songs. Slipknot is, but those Idiots believe in Slipknot are also very strong. Every song you can see out is... well, you know. The problem is that in the middle of the group you are... and gave the audience for it... to develop more hopefully with the albums, most of the albums are now available. The other reviews of the band are... there are much to say about the short album. We basically enjoy it... a down-to-earth view on the dark album. We are tried with a combination of long and Alex, you know. Alex Mack. "I am thoroughly appalled by the "deep" character..."

"10 Things..." came to be. Those girls, that's... the theories of love are... why screen the film. Wireframe, the board is... Christmas, which... Injuries to show for his efforts throughout the album. Run DMC are on... Mushroom, sold millions of albums and won... of the album, including Rob Thomas,... their achievements... the barrage of... The Godfather is unique, but it is a... scene, which... The new band, which... seven Grammy’s? It’s because of the... the popular tracks, "Bring tha Noize"... Jam Master Jay put a clever and interesting... Jam Master Jay... track, "Them Girls," a track with a... "Fingerbang" IS one of the most...stepping. "Very hooky and eyebrow-raising... book by its cover, one would... the band, according to their... Coke," talks about... trash. As it... by Jeffrey Belsky

"10 Things..." came to be. Those girls, that's... the theories of love are... why screen the film. Wireframe, the board is... Christmas, which... Injuries to show for his efforts throughout the album. Run DMC are on... Mushroom, sold millions of albums and won... of the album, including Rob Thomas,... their achievements... the barrage of... The Godfather is unique, but it is a... scene, which... The new band, which... seven Grammy’s? It’s because of the... the popular tracks, "Bring tha Noize"... Jam Master Jay put a clever and interesting... Jam Master Jay... track, "Them Girls," a track with a... "Fingerbang" IS one of the most...stepping. "Very hooky and eyebrow-raising... book by its cover, one would... the band, according to their... Coke," talks about... trash. As it... by Jeffrey Belsky

"10 Things..." came to be. Those girls, that's... the theories of love are... why screen the film. Wireframe, the board is... Christmas, which... Injuries to show for his efforts throughout the album. Run DMC are on... Mushroom, sold millions of albums and won... of the album, including Rob Thomas,... their achievements... the barrage of... The Godfather is unique, but it is a... scene, which... The new band, which... seven Grammy’s? It’s because of the... the popular tracks, "Bring tha Noize"... Jam Master Jay put a clever and interesting... Jam Master Jay... track, "Them Girls," a track with a... "Fingerbang" IS one of the most...stepping. "Very hooky and eyebrow-raising... book by its cover, one would... the band, according to their... Coke," talks about... trash. As it... by Jeffrey Belsky

"10 Things..." came to be. Those girls, that's... the theories of love are... why screen the film. Wireframe, the board is... Christmas, which... Injuries to show for his efforts throughout the album. Run DMC are on... Mushroom, sold millions of albums and won... of the album, including Rob Thomas,... their achievements... the barrage of... The Godfather is unique, but it is a... scene, which... The new band, which... seven Grammy’s? It’s because of the... the popular tracks, "Bring tha Noize"... Jam Master Jay put a clever and interesting... Jam Master Jay... track, "Them Girls," a track with a... "Fingerbang" IS one of the most...stepping. "Very hooky and eyebrow-raising... book by its cover, one would... the band, according to their... Coke," talks about... trash. As it... by Jeffrey Belsky
Well, it is that time of year again. You are probably sitting in Mason Hall among 600 other students looking through this publication and wondering what the hell you are doing with your life. Is my GPA up to par? Is my resume impressive enough to get me a job? How can I improve on myself? Well, we here at the Asylum have the solution to your boredom and your resume. Write for the Ticker! We are always looking for new faces, so feel free to come up to 360 PAS room 1522 and find yourself! We are your solution!
QUICKSAND
By Jasleen
Xo0realMMX2@aol.com

"Be careful, don't wander far. You may never find your way again."

You may never find your way again.

"Be careful, don't wander far,
This I was warned by a distant star.
It's not worth it, all the pain ...

Foolish as I was, I still went along;

Of that exotic bird would lead me to.

Never anticipating perils the sweet song
And the goldfish of which I grew so fond.

They were magnetic, you and your charms;

It looked so inviting, the harmless pond;

It was a dreamworld, that in your arms.

I was young, I couldn't have heard

In the quicksand, always hungry for more.

You watched me die, as your poison I drank.

Deeper and deeper and faster I sank;

No helping hand, no way out.

Ode To Baruch
By Onunaku, Ozo-Augustine

Looking into your eyes
As you slow the Lexington traffic
Looking into your eyes
Bernard Baruch College!
Behold the right of passage
Behold the hope for all!
Behold the path to success
People feel your name

Accra, Dakar to Rio
From New York to Lagos
Beijing, New Delhi
And Tel-Aviv to Melbourne

We felt the urge to tell
To tell the world your deeds
Holding forth our breath
Thus we've come to ask.

To whom color is unity
Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!

To whom color is unity
Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!

To whom color is unity
Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!

To whom color is unity
Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!

To whom color is unity
Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!

To whom color is unity
Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!

To whom color is unity
Tell me! Tell me! Tell me!
The Offspring

Roseland Ballroom - December 18th, 2000

The Offspring sold out two dates at the Roseland Ballroom recently in support of their new album, Original Prestige. While some bands improve with age, Original Prestige and Americania sound exactly like their previous albums. I just don't buy into a bunch of thirty-year-old men singing about how they're losers, that they hate Mom and Dad, and that their girlfriend is skanky. Sorry, guys. Smash was their greatest album, and it's still on heavy rotation in my CD player. But these guys have to find other things to sing about. On that note, I was glad that they've shown some imagination lately. Having seen them a bunch of times, the Roseland show was definitely one of their best ones to date. I wasn't even planning on attending, but my younger sister kept nagging me about it. I ended up bringing my sister and her friend as an early Christmas present. We arrived without the intention of being anywhere near the front of the crowd. We were way back, but life was good. I even saw their last tour, which was a pathetic cover of Brian Adams' "Summer of '69" - not that the original version is much better.

During the break between bands, we maneuvered our way to the front of the crowd. The audience was pretty much junior high and high school- age kids. As the houselights dimmed, you could feel the tension rising among the crowd. The stage remained dark for a couple of minutes, then the opening chords of "Bad Habit" began. That pumped me up, because that's one of my favorites. The crowd went crazy, and just as I began to get annoyed, the band started playing "Come Out & Play," another fan favorite. It sounded exactly like it sounds on the album, which can be a good or bad thing depending on how you look at it. I like when bands stick to an unaltered guitar solo, change the lyrics, or forget the lyrics entirely. Alas, The Offspring is not the type of band that does those kinds of things. "All I Want" was performed with surprisingly fast energy from the band. Wasn't that exhausted after playing only three songs?

"Apparently not." Next on the set list was "Smash!" from the album Smash (come on, did I really have to tell you that?). These guys closed making me feel terribly for my junior high/teenage years days. I used to laugh, though, when I heard Miami Sound Machine's "I'm not a trendy-ass uncle, I don't give a fuck about you!" During the "Smash!" album I was really swept up with M's TR's, to give one million dollars away to a contest winner. "Some Days," was performed weakly and lacked energy. That didn't stop the crowd from screaming along, including yours truly. "Do You Ever" and "Americana" were next, but they seemed to be

unworthy. "Original Prestige" made the crowd go crazy again, but probably only because it's their newest single. It really doesn't work on the album in general. I'd say it's a decent song, but you can't blame me for not buying into it. Despite that, I wasn't even planning on attending, but my younger sister kept nagging me about it. I ended up bringing my sister and her friend as an early Christmas present. We arrived without the intention of being anywhere near the front of the crowd. We were way back, but life was good. I even saw their last tour, which was a pathetic cover of Brian Adams' "Summer of '69" - not that the original version is much better.

During the break between bands, we maneuvered our way to the front of the crowd. The audience was pretty much junior high and high school- age kids. As the houselights dimmed, you could feel the tension rising among the crowd. The stage remained dark for a couple of minutes, then the opening chords of "Bad Habit" began. That pumped me up, because that's one of my favorites. The crowd went crazy, and just as I began to get annoyed, the band started playing "Come Out & Play," another fan favorite. It sounded exactly like it sounds on the album, which can be a good or bad thing depending on how you look at it. I like when bands stick to an unaltered guitar solo, change the lyrics, or forget the lyrics entirely. Alas, The Offspring is not the type of band that does those kinds of things. "All I Want" was performed with surprisingly fast energy from the band. Wasn't that exhausted after playing only three songs?

"Apparently not." Next on the set list was "Smash!" from the album Smash (come on, did I really have to tell you that?). These guys closed making me feel terribly for my junior high/teenage years days. I used to laugh, though, when I heard Miami Sound Machine's "I'm not a trendy-ass uncle, I don't give a fuck about you!" During the "Smash!" album I was really swept up with M's TR's, to give one million dollars away to a contest winner. "Some Days," was performed weakly and lacked energy. That didn't stop the crowd from screaming along, including yours truly. "Do You Ever" and "Americana" were next, but they seemed to be

unworthy. "Original Prestige" made the crowd go crazy again, but probably only because it's their newest single. It really doesn't work on the album in general. I'd say it's a decent song, but you can't blame me for not buying into it. Despite that, I wasn't even planning on attending, but my younger sister kept nagging me about it. I ended up bringing my sister and her friend as an early Christmas present. We arrived without the intention of being anywhere near the front of the crowd. We were way back, but life was good. I even saw their last tour, which was a pathetic cover of Brian Adams' "Summer of '69" - not that the original version is much better.

During the break between bands, we maneuvered our way to the front of the crowd. The audience was pretty much junior high and high school- age kids. As the houselights dimmed, you could feel the tension rising among the crowd. The stage remained dark for a couple of minutes, then the opening chords of "Bad Habit" began. That pumped me up, because that's one of my favorites. The crowd went crazy, and just as I began to get annoyed, the band started playing "Come Out & Play," another fan favorite. It sounded exactly like it sounds on the album, which can be a good or bad thing depending on how you look at it. I like when bands stick to an unaltered guitar solo, change the lyrics, or forget the lyrics entirely. Alas, The Offspring is not the type of band that does those kinds of things. "All I Want" was performed with surprisingly fast energy from the band. Wasn't that exhausted after playing only three songs?

"Apparently not." Next on the set list was "Smash!" from the album Smash (come on, did I really have to tell you that?). These guys closed making me feel terribly for my junior high/teenage years days. I used to laugh, though, when I heard Miami Sound Machine's "I'm not a trendy-ass uncle, I don't give a fuck about you!" During the "Smash!" album I was really swept up with M's TR's, to give one million dollars away to a contest winner. "Some Days," was performed weakly and lacked energy. That didn't stop the crowd from screaming along, including yours truly. "Do You Ever" and "Americana" were next, but they seemed to be

unworthy. "Original Prestige" made the crowd go crazy again, but probably only because it's their newest single. It really doesn't work on the album in general. I'd say it's a decent song, but you can't blame me for not buying into it. Despite that, I wasn't even planning on attending, but my younger sister kept nagging me about it. I ended up bringing my sister and her friend as an early Christmas present. We arrived without the intention of being anywhere near the front of the crowd. We were way back, but life was good. I even saw their last tour, which was a pathetic cover of Brian Adams' "Summer of '69" - not that the original version is much better.

During the break between bands, we maneuvered our way to the front of the crowd. The audience was pretty much junior high and high school- age kids. As the houselights dimmed, you could feel the tension rising among the crowd. The stage remained dark for a couple of minutes, then the opening chords of "Bad Habit" began. That pumped me up, because that's one of my favorites. The crowd went crazy, and just as I began to get annoyed, the band started playing "Come Out & Play," another fan favorite. It sounded exactly like it sounds on the album, which can be a good or bad thing depending on how you look at it. I like when bands stick to an unaltered guitar solo, change the lyrics, or forget the lyrics entirely. Alas, The Offspring is not the type of band that does those kinds of things. "All I Want" was performed with surprisingly fast energy from the band. Wasn't that exhausted after playing only three songs?

"Apparently not." Next on the set list was "Smash!" from the album Smash (come on, did I really have to tell you that?). These guys closed making me feel terribly for my junior high/teenage years days. I used to laugh, though, when I heard Miami Sound Machine's "I'm not a trendy-ass uncle, I don't give a fuck about you!" During the "Smash!" album I was really swept up with M's TR's, to give one million dollars away to a contest winner. "Some Days," was performed weakly and lacked energy. That didn't stop the crowd from screaming along, including yours truly. "Do You Ever" and "Americana" were next, but they seemed to be

unworthy. "Original Prestige" made the crowd go crazy again, but probably only because it's their newest single. It really doesn't work on the album in general. I'd say it's a decent song, but you can't blame me for not buying into it. Despite that, I wasn't even planning on attending, but my younger sister kept nagging me about it. I ended up bringing my sister and her friend as an early Christmas present. We arrived without the intention of being anywhere near the front of the crowd. We were way back, but life was good. I even saw their last tour, which was a pathetic cover of Brian Adams' "Summer of '69" - not that the original version is much better.

During the break between bands, we maneuvered our way to the front of the crowd. The audience was pretty much junior high and high school- age kids. As the houselights dimmed, you could feel the tension rising among the crowd. The stage remained dark for a couple of minutes, then the opening chords of "Bad Habit" began. That pumped me up, because that's one of my favorites. The crowd went crazy, and just as I began to get annoyed, the band started playing "Come Out & Play," another fan favorite. It sounded exactly like it sounds on the album, which can be a good or bad thing depending on how you look at it. I like when bands stick to an unaltered guitar solo, change the lyrics, or forget the lyrics entirely. Alas, The Offspring is not the type of band that does those kinds of things. "All I Want" was performed with surprisingly fast energy from the band. Wasn't that exhausted after playing only three songs?

"Apparatently not." Next on the set list was "Smash!" from the album Smash (come on, did I really have to tell you that?). These guys closed making me feel terribly for my junior high/teenage years days. I used to laugh, though, when I heard Miami Sound Machine's "I'm not a trendy-ass uncle, I don't give a fuck about you!" During the "Smash!" album I was really swept up with M's TR's, to give one million dollars away to a contest winner. "Some Days," was performed weakly and lacked energy. That didn't stop the crowd from screaming along, including yours truly. "Do You Ever" and "Americana" were next, but they seemed to be
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### UNDERGRADUATE & GRADUATE Campaign Dates & Deadlines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>February 15</td>
<td>Declaration of Candidacy Forms and Election Guidelines Available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>February 22</td>
<td>Referendum Petition Review Deadline.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 1</td>
<td>Acceptance of Declaration of Candidacy and Nominating Petitions Begins.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>March 22</td>
<td>Final Deadline for Submission of Referendum Petitions &amp; Declaration of Candidacy &amp; Nominating Petitions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>April 24--26</td>
<td>ELECTIONS.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Election Guidelines and Declaration of Candidacy Forms Available at:**

Suite 1512 / 360 Park Avenue South  
802-6770  9:00 am--8:00 pm